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a professedly scientific presentation of any subject. Some may never
theless be inclined to believe that this same extremity of statement, 
which tends so strongly to deprive the book of scientific value, will 
increase its weight with the great mass of American readers, who are 
not noted for carefulness in weighing words and phrases, and that so 
long as the point of view is essentially sound, matters of scientific 
style and form are of secondary im portance in a popular economic 
work. There may be a shade of justice in this view, and were it not 
for the general tone of the book it m ight be valuable in combating 
the absurdities of the “ silver m en.” U nfortunately, however, its 
“ E n g lish ” point of view will be likely to discredit it here, and it is 
probable that its main use will be that of a handy volume to which one 
can refer for information, most of which is accessible elsewhere in a 
less available form.

This lim itation of its usefulness is certainly to be regretted, since 
the conclusions drawn by the author — especially the necessity for a 
m onetary commission, which is strongly u rg e d — are in general excel
lent and are calculated to exert a beneficial influence upon popular 
monetary opinion.

Mechanically, the book is tastefully arranged and pleasing to the eye, 
although it is hard to see why the use of the period by way of punctuation 
at the end of the paragraphs should have been discontinued, unless, 
indeed, this innovation is intended as a symbol of the frequently 
broken and disjointed character of the thought.

H . P. W.

Unemployment. [Part I. of the Twenty-fourth Annual Report of 
the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor.] By 
H o r a c e  G. W a d l i n , Chief of the Bureau of Statistics of 
Labor. Boston : Wright & Potter Printing Co., State
Printers, 1894. 8vo. pp. ix-)-264.

T he Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor has, from time 
to time, presented a great deal of valuable inform ation upon what — 
if one may venture to follow Mr. W adlin in his heroic attem pt to 
introduce a needed but rather uncouth term — may be designated as 
the problem of “ unem ploym ent.” Besides the A nnua l Statistics o f  
Manufactures, showing the num ber employed m onth by month in 
the im portant m anufacturing industries of the commonwealth, the
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 bureau has made several special investigations in regard to the num-

 ber of the unemployed. As far back as I878, when it was currently

 reported that there were froml 200,000 to 300,000 persons out of

 employment in the state, the bureau, with the assistance of the police of

 the cities and the assessors of the towns, set on foot an inquiry which

 indicated that even at the worst period of the year not more than

 30,000 male and female wage earners were unemployed. (Report of

 the Bureau for I879, pp. 3-I3). In I885, in connection with the

 state census, the bureau conducted an elaborate investigation in regard

 to the prevalence and duration of "uneinploym-ient" among the wage

 earners of the commonwealth. (Report of the Bureau for I887).

 This last namned inquiry has furnished by far the most trustworthy

 basis for computing the extent of unem-iployment under conditions
 fairly typical for the industrial population throughout the country in

 a period of mioderate depression. Its most serious defect-the failure

 to secure the information in a form which would have shown the num-

 ber unemployed at any specified time during the year-is, it is under-

 stood, to be remedied in the simnilar census which is now in process of

 compilation, and which may be expected to throw much new light on

 the extent of " unemiiployment."

 T he present report, while it contains much statistical material,
 comnprises also considerable critical discussion of the problem of the
 unemployed, and it naturally represents, to a certain extent, the per-

 sonal opinions of the Chief of the Bureau. The reader has, therefore,

 the double advantage of drawing at once upon the resources of an

 efficient statistical agency and the judgment of a thoughtful student

 of social phenomiena.

 Tlhe miiore general and introductory portion of the report gives,
 first, a suimmary account of leading historical examples of public aid

 to the unemployed, such as the experimnent with national workshops
 in France--under the Provisional Government -after the revolution

 of I848, and by contrast the experiment (scarcely less noticeably suc-

 cessful than the former was calamitous) of providing public work for

 the English operatives thrown out of emnployment by the "cotton
 famiiine" of the sixties. It is to be regretted that the bureau has not
 added to these accounts (the substance of which was already available

 in the Report of the Labor Departmnent of the English Board of Trade

 on Agencies and Met/ods for Dealinwg wit/i the Unemployed) somlle record
 of certain no less interesting and pertinent, but almnost forgotten,
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 experimnents of public relief work in this country, and notably the

 employment afforded by New York in the improvement of Central

 Park after the crisis of I857. There is also needed some account of

 the recent public relief works of the Australian colonies, which have

 in a single city and a single year represented an expenditure of over

 one million dollars, and which suggest lessons bearing closely upon

 our own problems.

 The introduction deals, secondly, with contemporaneous measures

 for assisting the unemployed. Here also, as regards foreign con-

 ditions, much of the treatment follows very closely the valuable Eng-

 lish report just cited, though information is drawn also from a report

 of the Office du Travail on Ie Placement des Employes, the Report

 of the Bureau of Industries of New Zealand, and other documents.

 In this connection also there are regretable omissions. We find, for

 example, no mention of the publicly subsidized society in Berne,

 Switzerland, which ensures workingmen against periods of idleness.

 (Cf. for the discussion of the general adoption of a similar plan as a

 remedy of the worst evils of "unemployment" Dr. George Adler's

 pamphlet, Ueber die Aufgaben des Staals angesic/ts der Arbeitslosigkeit.
 Tiibingen, I894.)

 After a discussion of emiployment agencies, the report sumnmarizes
 the statistics which the bureau has furnished in previous publications

 concerning the extent of "unemployment" in Massachusetts. Cer-

 tain of these figures throw considerable light upon the much disputed

 question of the number of bona fide workmen unemployed during the
 recent crisis. Thus, during the last four months of I893 the number

 employed in the manufacturing industries was, on the average, over

 I7 per cent. less than the maximum number employed during the

 year, whereas the corresponding decrease for I892 was less than i

 per cent.

 The most valuable portion of the report is the minute presentation

 of the statistics of relief work in Boston on the basis of information

 gathered by the relief committee in investigating candidates for assist-

 ance, and subsequently analyzed by the Bureau of Statistics of Labor.

 The amount expended in wages for men by the Citizens' Relief Com-

 mittee was $63,953, which was distributed ainong 5761 men. The

 total number of applicants was 7460, of whom the surprisingly large

 number of 643I were non-citizens (persons not entitled to vote). Of

 the total number aided, about 33 per cent. were from 20 to 29 years of
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 age, about 33 per cent. between 3o and 39, I9 per cent. between 4o and

 49 and 8 per cent. between 50 and 59. As regards occupations most

 numerously represented 41 5 were classified as laborers, 768 as tailors,

 294 as teamiisters, 208 as carpenters, and i69 as painters. Of the 576i
 aided, 4026 had been wholly without employment for an average period

 of 3.02 months, the remainder had succeeded in obtaining more or

 less work upon "odd jobs." The report gives similarly detailed sta-

 tistics with regard to the women supplied with work in the sewing

 rooms opened by the Citizens' Relief Committee, or under their

 patronage. The statistics here cited apply only to the principal of

 several of these undertakings, the Bedford street sewing rooms. Here

 work was furnished to 2728 women out of a total of 3525 applicants,

 at an outlay for wages of $24,048. It is suggestive that of the appli-

 cants whose nationality was recorded 2028 were found to be foreign

 born, as against goo native born. Out of 2382 womnen whose pre-
 vious occupations were known, I025 had been employed at labor which
 may be classed as "shop work," 570 at "home work," and 787 in

 personal and domestic service. The previous weekly wages earned by

 the three groups had averaged respectively $4.7I, $3.67, and $3.76.
 Of the 3525 applicants, 2642, or about 75 per cent., had, so far as

 could be ascertained by a careful investigation, received no aid from

 other charitable associations or institutions. These citations will serve

 to indicate the value of these detailed statistics of the local work in

 Boston.

 One further portion of the report is worthy of note in connection

 with the question, so mnuch discussed in the newspapers during the

 depression, as to the scarcity of rural labor as compared with the

 overplus of urban labor. The bureau obtained testimony frorn I02I

 emiiployers of agricultural labor representing all the agricultural dis-
 tricts in the state. In answer to the question: "Is the demand for

 agricultural labor in your town apt to be in excess of the actual sup-

 ply?" 527 answer unqualifiedly in the affirmative, 45 reply in the

 affirmative so far as regards certain seasons, and i i so far as concerns

 women help only. "The number of each sex which the employers

 found it difficult to obtain is stated to be with respect to the males,

 1239, and with respect to the females, 489." These figures confiriml the
 opinion that even in times of depression there is in an agricultural

 commiunity-not indeed the unlimited demiand for labor pictured by
 somle of the newspapers as sufficient to satisfy all of the unemployed
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 who really desire work--but still a considerable opening for hardy

 laborers who are willing to accept the rather low wages and the monot-

 onous conditions of farmn labor.
 C. C. C.

 Report of the Massachusetts Board to Investigate the Sublect of the
 Unemployed. Boston: Wright & Potter Printing Co., State

 Printers, I895. 8vo. pp. lviii+206, XXiii+ I00, Xiii-+fI-22,
 lXiii+24, lxiii+ 130.

 THIS massive document of 802 pages is by far the most thorough

 work, both descriptive and critical, that has appeared in this country

 upon the problem of the unemployed, and is in every way distinctly

 creditable to the members of the board, to its secretary, and others

 who have co-operated in the investigation. The report consists of five

 parts, which have been laid before the legislature from time to time,

 entitled respectively, " Relief Measures," "Wayfarers and Tramps,"

 "Public Works," " Causes," and "Final Report."

 the first section is a description of the relief measures adopted in

 the various cities and towns of the state, to which is added some account

 of contemporary measures in various cities in this country and Europe.

 The inethods in use in Massachusetts are classified according as they

 were ulndertaken by one or another of the following agelncies: (i)
 Special citizens' relief committees, organized primarily to aid the unem-

 ployed; (2) municipal departments having charge of public works upon

 which it was possible to give employment; (3) labor organizations
 giving aid either by usual out-of-work benefits or by extraordinary

 methods; (4) private charities, including all permanent relief-giving

 organizations not connected with the state or municipal government

 on the one hand, or with labor organizations on the other; (5) the

 permianently established public relief agencies, administered for the state
 and for municipalities, such as poor departments. The methods in the

 various cities are carefully described; and although this portion of the

 report does not pretend to estimate the value of the various undertak-
 ings, there is in the testimony cited and in the incidental comments of

 the board nuuch material for forming conclusions as to their relative

 worth.

 The account of the Massachusetts experience is supplemented by a

 statement of certain typical methods in seven of the important cities
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